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Central to the assessment of variability of pharmacokinetic param
eters is knowledge of bias and variability of the measurement
technique, preventing observed differences from being ascribed
inappropriate significance. This article presents an evaluation of
sources of error in the measurement of normal tissue and tumor
pharmacokinetics using 18F-labeled 5-fluorouracil (FU) and PET.
Methods: A standard approach to data acquisition,processingand
analysis was developed using a PET scanner, filtered backprojection
reconstruction and region of interest analysis. Fourteen tracer
5-[18F]FU patient studies and a phantom study were completed,
with 4 of the patient studies repeated 1 wk later. These data allowed
evaluation of the overall reproducibility of the technique and the
components of measurement variability due to tissue sampling. The
effect of reconstruction technique and sampling region size on
quantification was assessed using phantom data. Results: All
measured radioactivity versus time curves were tissue specific.
Week-to-week variability in the area under this curve (representing
combined physiological and measurement difference) was -3% to
+15% for liver and -9% to -16% for spleen and kidney. Metas
tasis variability was greatest at -20%. Visual and computer realign
ment of the second paired study produced similar results. Interob
server effects were small compared to differences between studies.
Conclusion: These resultsconfirm the feasibilityof using PET as a
pharmacokinetic tool for 5-[18F]FU studies. Although overall exper
imental error (i.e., random variation in data acquisition, processing
and analysis) was low, constraints in data interpretation emerged.
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Ihe attributes of PET, including (a) the relatively short data
acquisition times (facilitating dynamic imaging); (b) the ability
to correct for tissue attenuation (making the measurement of
tissue radioactivity quantifiable); and (c) sensitivity (conse
quent on high specific activity labeling and camera character
istics), suggest its utility in drug pharmacokinetic assessment.
However, few anticancer drugs have been labeled for PET
assessment, and evidence of the wider applicability of the
technique is limited (1-3).
A prerequisite for progress is knowledge of accuracy and
precision of measurements. Only then can the significance of
limitations hindering its development as a pharmacokinetic tool
be evaluated. These include (a) lack of chemical specificity
(resulting in the measurement of parent drug and metabolite(s)
combined); (b) short (typically 60-90 min) study duration in
relation to the biological half-life of many drugs; (c) concerns
regarding the relevance of tracer studies when nonlinear drughandling effects may become relevant with drug dose escalation
and; (d) the inability to resolve intratumoral heterogeneity.
Knowledge of bias and variability in tumor and normal tissue
radioactivity concentration measurement is required if observed
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differences due to random variation in data acquisition, pro
cessing and analysis (i.e., experimental error) are not to be
attributed to biological variation between individuals or as
cribed inappropriate significance in paired studies. The mea
surement technique should be accurate (i.e., low systematic
error) and precise (i.e., low random error). An evaluation of
measurement variability allows areas of weakness to be iden
tified and prevent overinterpretation of data. While there is
increasing awareness of the importance of these principles in
plasma pharmacokinetic studies and with other PET applica
tions (e.g., with 18F-fluorodexoyglucose (FDG) and 6-['V]fluorodopa data), there is no published work on reproducibility of
the PET techniques applied in drug pharmacokinetic studies
(4-8).
This article presents a technique for measuring normal tissue
and tumor pharmacokinetics after 5-['8F]fluorouracil (FU) ad
ministration and evaluates the reproducibility of repeated pa
tient studies. The contributions of data acquisition, processing
and analysis to measurement variability were evaluated by
examining patient studies and in a phantom experiment. Bias
from observer effects and image reconstruction technique were
assessed, as was patient repositioning in the reproducibility of
paired patient studies.
MATERIALS

AND METHODS

Patients

Eighteen PET studies were completed in 14 patients attending
the department of clinical oncology, Hammersmith Hospital, Lon
don, scheduled to receive 5-FU-based chemotherapy, as either
adjuvant or palliative therapy for colorectal cancer (Table 1). All
patients gave written, informed consent to the study, which had
Hospital Research Ethics Committee and ARSAC approval.
Factors that might be anticipated to have an effect on drug
disposition were recorded, including patient weight, height, liver
and renal function and injection time. Patients were given the same
dietary advice (i.e., have a light breakfast on the day of scanning),
and scans were planned for the same time of day. This aimed to
minimize variation in hepatic and portal venous flow and the effect
of circadian variations in metabolism.
Scanning Procedure

A standard protocol was used for all studies. A venous line was
inserted in the antecubital fossa for tracer injection. The patient lay
supine on the scanner couch and was positioned using surface
anatomical landmarks (xiphisternum and right costal margin) to
place the liver within the 10.8-cm axial field of view of the camera.
A short, 3-min scan using the transmission sources was performed
to acquire a two-dimensional image, which was used to confirm
positioning. Finally a 20-min attenuation correction scan was
completed. The 5-[lt!F]FU was administered in approximately 10
ml of solution as a 30-sec intravenous bolus. A rapid and efficient
synthesis of 5-[18F]FU was developed, using high-performance
liquid chromatography for purification (9). In the 18 5-['8F]FU
syntheses for clinical study, the median radiochemical purity was
97.4% (range 90.8%-99.8%), with uracil the only identified
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TABLE 1
Patient and Study Characteristics

characteristicsStudyno.1*2*3*4*567891011121314Age(yr)4258726657495770445954806064Height(cm)1601581811671711731821661781631581571731
Patient
characteristicsInjecteddose(MBq)282/282375/130355/22945/602

2)7.5/6.65.1/7.46.0/6.42.5/0.61.52.60.73.65.42
m

"Paired patient study
"â€¢"Abnormal
liver function tests (LFT) = bilirubin > 17 /nmol/liter 1, aspartate transaminase > 35 Ill/liter
*Abnormal creatinine = > 125 ^mol/liter

1 or alkaline phosphatase > 130 lU/liter

1.

All patients were performance status 0 or 1 as defined by the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group.

impurity. The median injected radioactivity dose was 248 MBq
(range 45-437 MBq), associated with a median 5-FU dose of 4.8
mg m~2 (range 0.6-8.4 mg rrT2).
Data Acquisition

PET studies were performed using an ECAT 931-08/12 PET
scanner (CTI/Siemens, Knoxville, TN). This scanner has eight
rings of bismuth germinate detectors and provides for the simul
taneous acquisition of 15 planes of data, 8 from coincidences
within one ring (direct) and 7 from coincidences between adjacent
rings (cross). The frame durations in the 5-['8F]FU scanning
protocol were 10 X 30 sec, then 5 X 60, 5 X 120, 5 X 180 and 5 X
300 sec to a total of 1 hr. These were chosen to be short enough to
allow temporal resolution of the fastest tissue dynamic, yet long
enough to allow sufficient counts to ensure reliable counting statis
tics from the detector system and thus maximize spatial resolution
in the reconstructed tomograph.
Data Processing

The data collected were reconstructed into tomographic images
using filtered backprojection (FBP) (10). A Hann filter with a
cutoff frequency of half the Nyquist frequency provided radial,
tangential and axial FWHM values of 0.84, 0.84 and 0.66 cm,
respectively, in the center of the field of view (//). After
reconstruction, each frame was presented as 15 planes of 128 X
128 voxel images, giving voxel dimensions of 0.21 X 0.21 X 0.64
cm. Factors for random events, normalization of detector effi
ciency, tissue attenuation, deadtime correction and calibration were
applied to the measured PET projection data, making the resulting
images quantitative (expressed in MBq mP1). Normalization for
variations in detector efficiencies and geometrical effects was per
formed with a plane source 50 cm wide, 6 mm thick and covering
the axial field of view. The source was scanned in 6 positions
separated by 30Â°.A baseline scan was performed annually, and
daily adjustments to the normalization file were provided by
comparison of current and baseline blank scans (transmission scans
with empty fields of view).
Data Analysis

The assessment of scans used a region of interest (ROI)
technique, using Analyze (version 7.0.1, BiomÃ©dicalImaging

Resource, Mayo Foundation, Rochester, MN) image analysis
software (12) and in-house software written in Matlab (version 4.2,
The Math Works, Inc., Natick, MA) for data analysis and presen
tation. This approach relied on the investigator defining a sample
volume within the tissue of interest, using a PET image of the total
radioactivity attributed to an image voxel in the drug emission
study as a region drawing template. Supplemental additional
anatomical information was available from CT scan or ultrasound
scan if no evidence of hepatic disease could be found. While the
volume could be defined on any number of planes, the top and
bottom planes on which the tissue or tumor was visible were not
used, nor was any region sampled right to the apparent edge. This
aimed to minimize the effect of movement (e.g., respiration artifact
on thoracic and upper abdominal structures) and the edge blurring
due to camera resolution (lÃ¬).Standard liver regions were 10X10
voxel squares X 5 planes. Other regions were determined by the
structure shape, and sizes were 816, 169-215 and 452-1134 voxels
for spleen, kidney cortex and metastasis, respectively, in the paired
studies.
The ROIs were projected onto the individual frames of the
dynamic study and the mean voxel counts in each time frame
plotted versus midframe times, producing radioactivity versus time
curves. Data were normalized for injected radioactivity dose and
radioactive decay with results expressed as the fraction of injected
dose/ml (c):
Measured activity at time t [MBq ml ']
C(t) =
Injected dose [MBq]
Eq. 1
where A = 0.0001053 s ' is the rate of decay of the nuclide.
Reproducibility of Paired Patient Studies

Four patient studies were repeated after 1 wk at approximately
the same time of day. Although the same approach to positioning
was used, minor variations needed to be corrected after acquisition.
Two approaches were used:
1. ROIs applied to the first study were applied to equivalent
positions and planes on the second study by inspection.
2. ROIs drawn on the first scan were applied to the images of
the second scan after the images were shifted and rotated
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ments B (representing normal liver), C (body wall) and D (hepatic
mÃ©tastases).Compartment E (necrotic metastasis) had no I8F
added. The 18Fsolution was added after a 20-min transmission scan
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FIGURE 1. Utah phantom. Dashed line represents volume within the camera
axial field of view. Volume B represents normal liver, volume C represents
body wall and volumes D and E represent hepatic mÃ©tastases.

using a program correcting for PET-to-PET misalignment
(14).
ROIs were defined on overlapping planes, allowing differences
between the first and second study time-activity curves to be
assessed with reference to the differences noted from the two
realignment methods. Since there were not five overlapping planes
allowing application of identical liver regions in Study 1, different
volumes were sampled on successive weeks.
Region Definition Effects in Single-Patient

(Fig. 1). This was used to investigate bias due to image reconstruc
tion technique and ROI definition.
Preliminary analysis of patient studies indicated the magnitudes
of peak liver and metastasis 18Fconcentrations in 5-['8F]FU liver
studies (calculated as 0.1036 MBq ml~' for liver and 0.0185 MBq
mP1 for metastasis). These were replicated by the addition of
appropriate amounts of water containing I8F to phantom compart

Studies

Twelve single-patient studies (6 with normal livers and 6 with
radiological evidence of metastatic liver disease) were used to
investigate the operator-dependent component of measured vari
ability relating to ROI definition and placement.
Interobserver Effects. Twelve studies were analyzed indepen
dently by two observers. Each investigator defined one liver region
in 12 studies and one metastasis (i.e., the same > 3-cm diameter
metastasis on the same planes) in 6 studies. The liver sample
volumes were 500 voxels, with metastasis volumes ranging from
841 to 9808 voxels.
Intraobserver Effects. One normal liver 5-['8F]FU study was
analyzed four times by one observer using the same planes for each
region but redefining region perimeters on each analysis to evalu
ate intraobserver reproducibility. Liver sample volume was fixed at
500 voxels, with volumes of hand-drawn regions ranging from
613-652, 279-296 and 673-989 voxels for spleen, kidney cortex
and metastasis, respectively.
Intrahepatic Variability. One observer defined three or four
standard liver regions (500 voxels) with nonoverlapping ROIs on
each of the 6 studies with no radiological evidence of metastatic
liver disease.
Phantom Study

A perspex and water phantom, designed to investigate the effect
of scatter correction on three-dimensional reconstruction was used,
as the section within the camera field of view represented a
reasonable approximation to the liver with intrahepatic mÃ©tastases

using a long needle and was followed by shaking to encourage
mixing. After repositioning (with the aid of overhead laser crosswires), emission scan data were collected for 25 min (i.e., with
frame times of 5 X 60 sec, 5 X 120 sec and 1 X 600 sec). On
completion of data acquisition, three samples of approximately 1
ml were taken from each of compartments B, C and D (making 9
samples in total). The weight of the samples was measured as
difference in pot weight before and after addition of sample (using
a gravimetric balance). Radioactivity counts were measured in a
sodium iodine well counter, using an aluminum annihilator and
recording the 511-keV photopeak. Results were then converted to
MBq ml"1 and decay corrected to emission scan start time.
Reconstruction
Study

Technique and Quantification in Phantom

The two image reconstruction methods investigated were (a) the
standard FBP technique and (b) a maximum likelihood-expectation
maximization (ML-EM) iterative algorithm with interiteration
smoothing (15-17). With the iterative technique, images were
analyzed after 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 100 iterations. In
the evaluation of reconstruction technique and 18F quantification,
region volumes of 1320, 900, 1320 and 704 voxels were applied to
regions B, C, D and E, respectively.
Region Size Effects in Phantom Study

Variations in repeat scans may be due to statistical error in the
collection of counts. This error is likely to be smaller with
increasing counts detected (reflecting both tissue concentration and
ROI size). Any differences in patient studies may be partly due to
this random effect. Hence, the phantom data were used to try to
quantify the statistical errors and to suggest how large ROIs should
be. In the evaluation of the effect of region size on the signal-tonoise ratio, 12 regions of increasing dimensions were applied to the
data, with all regions cuboid, applied to five contiguous planes and
centred at the same point for each of the compartments (Table 2).
Noise will be dependent on the total number of counts collected
in a time frame. As 18F decays slowly in comparison to frame
duration, frames 1-5 and 6-10 had similar numbers of total counts
recorded (i.e., 7.429 X IO6< counts < 7.636 X IO6for frames 1-5
and 1.397 X IO7 < counts < 1.470 X IO7 for frames 6-10).
Comparison of the total number of counts recorded in the phantom
experiment confirmed that this is representative of a 5-[18F]FU
clinical study. Thus, frames 1-5 and frames 6-10 were taken as
two sets of independent measures, from which the coefficient of
variation was calculated for each of the ROIs.

TABLE 2
Volumes Used in Assessment of Region Size and 5-[18F]FU Liver Time-Activity Curve Noise Characteristics
no.Number
Volume
ofvoxelsVolume(cm3)1802.321805.133209.0440511.4550014.1660517.1772020.3884523.9998027.710128036.111162045.712200056.5

All volumes were square and 5 planes deep.
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Variability Due to Region of Interest Definition
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Spleen
Kidney cortex
Metastasis

20

30

each tissue, allowing differences in AUC3600 (i.e., area under
the curve of normalized time-activity curves for the duration of
the 3600-sec scan) to be used to quantify differences. Figure 2
illustrates representative time-activity curves from Study 3.
The variations in AUC3600 in this study are shown in Table 3.
While interpretation must reflect the caveat of small numbers,
patterns emerge. For normal tissues, visual and computer
realignment produced similar results (maximum difference
â€”5.4%), with alignment variability either small ( â€”1.3%)or less
than scan variability. This suggested a genuine difference
between Studies A and B, rather than an consistent artifact of
ROÃ•placement. Variations in mÃ©tastasesbetween scans was up
to 20%, with greater variability noted between the two align
ment methods (maximum difference 33%). This suggests that
the placement of ROI in exactly the same volume is critical for
tumor.

40

Minutes from start of scan
FIGURE 2. Example of normalized radioactivity versus time-activity curves
for Patient 3. (A) First scan. (B) Second scan 1 wk later.

RESULTS

Reproducibility
Regions from liver (4 patients), kidney cortex (2 patients),
spleen (1 patient) and hepatic metastasis (1 patient) were
Ã©valuable.The shapes of time-activity curves were similar for

Interobserver Variability in Patient Studies. All time-activity
curves were of similar shape but differed in magnitude. Figure
3 demonstrates the strong correlation between the AUC3600
results for normal liver, diseased liver and metastasis when the
studies were analyzed by two observers. These interobserver
effects were smaller than differences between patients.
Intraobserver Variability in Patient Studies. All time-activity
curves were of virtually identical shape. Differences in
AUC3600 (i.e., percentage of variation from the mean AUC360o
of the four analyses) varied by 1.1% for all tissues sampled (i.e.,
liver, spleen, kidney and metastasis).
Â¡ntrahepatic Variability in Patient Studies. AUC3600 values
varied by Â±8.8% from the measured mean of the three or four
samples when six normal liver studies were analyzed by one
observer. While greater variability was demonstrated than in
intraobserver analyses and interobserver analysis, the ROIs had
been chosen to be separate, rather than having a significant
degree of overlap as occurred in the intraobserver analysis
investigation. All differences were much smaller than the range
of population variability defined in 5-[18F]FU tracer studies.
Reconstruction Technique and Quantification
Phantom Study

in

Direct well counter measurements were used as the reference
against which the PET-derived 18F concentration was assessed.
Variability was observed in the three measured I8F concentra
tions from individual compartments with maximum differences
from the respective means of Â±4.0%, Â±0.6% and Â±6.7% for

TABLE 3
Effect of Visual and Computer Realignment on Region of Interest Placement

for Normal Tissue Studies

TissueLiveruverLiverLiverKidneyKidneySpleenMetaMetbMetePairedstudyno.1234343333ADC*(A)0.76170.71660.78330.86220.37870.55450.06900.14660.19260.1643ADC*visuala

"Units of AUCseoo are sec ml"1
AUC = area under the curve;

= AUC for 3600-sec scan; Met = metastasis.
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this value was higher than that measured in the well counter.
For compartment C, body wall, the 1SF concentration was
virtually identical for FBP and well count measurements. The
ML-EM value for 10 iterations was slightly higher than for 20
iterations with no further significant changes with subsequent
iterations. However, this converged value gave a slightly higher
value than FBP. The results for compartments D and E,
mÃ©tastases,had similarities. For both regions, the values ob
tained by FBP and ML-EM reconstruction were slightly higher
than those measured in the well counter. For ML-EM recon
struction, convergence was slower than for other regions,
occurring by approximately 70 iterations for D and > 100 for E.
For compartments C, D and E, the measurements were higher
than the well counter measurements, which may be as a result
of scatter radiation [measured at 15% for abdomen scans on this
PET camera (/A)]. However, scatter would not explain the
higher activity noted in compartment B. suggesting that there
may be variability in calibration of the camera or uneven
mixing of activity in the compartments.

Â¡0.8

Â¡0.6
Â¡0.4

0.2

Region Size Effects in Phantom Study
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
AUC3600 (s/ml) First observer

1
(SOR)

FIGURE 3. Correlation between AUC3600results for normal liver and metas
tasis between two observers. Solid line line of identity; o = metastasis; x =
normal liver; f - healthy region of diseased liver.

volumes B, C and D. Variability may relate to tracer concen
tration inhomogcncity in the phantom compartments due to
inadequate mixing or to uncertainties in estimation of the
measurements.
Well counter, FBP and ML-EM measurements at different
iterations were compared. For compartment B, representing
normal liver, FBP and ML-EM reconstruction gave virtually
identical results, with convergence after 10 iterations, although
Compartment B

10"

10"

The results from compartments B, D and E are presented as
log plots of coefficient of variation against voxel number in
Figure 4. The graphs suggest that for a typical liver (B) ROI
(400 voxels), the statistical variability will be < 1%. For a
metastasis (D), the variability will be greater, on the order of
3%-4%, for a small 100-150 voxel ROI. In practice, however,
most metastasis ROIs were > 1000 voxels (range 452-9808
voxels). The reduction in coefficient of variation with region
size was consistent with Poisson noise (inversely proportional
to the square root of the ROI size).
DISCUSSION

In patient studies, the liver represented the best case for
definition of time-activity curves. The organ was large, homoCompartment D

.'10

-2

10

i 10

10'

10'
Number of voxels

10'

10'
Number of voxels

Compartment E

10
7.43e+6 < trues < 7.67e+6

Â¡10

1.40e+7< trues <1.47e+7
Predicted gradient

-2

i 10

10
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FIGURE 4. Coefficient of variation versus
region of interest pixel number for com
partments B, D and E of the phantom.
The predicted gradient of -0.5 would be
expected for Poisson noise.

geneous (intrahepatic heterogeneity study) and hot (highest
tissue AUCs recorded in Table 3) with Â±l%-2% of observed
variability attributable to ROI placement effects and/or statis
tical error. While higher differences were observed between
AUC3600 between weeks 1 and 2, the studies of the relative
importance of region definition effects and reconstruction on
quantification suggested this probably represents true difference
in tissue kinetic behavior rather than measurement artifact.
Possible reasons for true difference between the paired studies
include lack of compliance with dietary advice (with conse
quent change in hepatic arterial and portal venous blood flows
affecting liver radioactivity uptake, metabolism and tracer
retention) or reflect recognized circadian variation in 5-FU
metabolism.
The spleen and kidney represented less advantageous condi
tions. While the organs are smaller and their radioactivity
uptake and retention less, the measured variability was similar
to liver. Realignment data suggested ROI placement effects
account for Â±5% of the total. As with liver, the remaining
proportion was recognized consistently as a rise of fall, sug
gesting true week-to-week difference rather than unaddressed
measurement variability.
Metastasis (although represented by one patient) illustrated
the worst situation, with ROI placement critical. The variation
in AUC for two of the three mÃ©tastaseswas comparable with
that observed in normal tissues. However, realignment variabil
ity was 33% for the remaining metastasis, with 4% statistical
(counting) variability. Additionally, maximum (random) differ
ences observed in interobserver studies were 20%. Thus, a large
part of measured variability was ROI placement dependent,
presumably reflecting inappropriate sampling of adjacent (highcount) liver and intratumoral heterogeneity. However, for
comparison between patients the measurements are meaningful
as variations of 10%-20% in an individual study are small in
comparison with variability in the patient population. The use of
the technique is less clear for paired 5-[ F]FU biomodulation
studies, requiring large modulation effects (compared to weekto-week variability) for easy demonstration. It may require large
population samples to establish more subtle differences when
sampling hepatic mÃ©tastases.
While a component of week-to-week variability is genuine,
the main artifactual causes of variability are uncorrected patient
movement during the scan, and placement of ROIs inappropri
ately close to the edge of organs such that tissue sampling is
affected by normal respiratory excursion. Other possible causes
of artifact include changes in camera characteristics/calibration
with alterations in temperature and detector drift, although these
are addressed with the daily readjustment of the scanner
calibration and the similar times of the scans.
The phantom study demonstrated that the protocols for data
acquisition and processing were valid. Differences demon
strated between FBP and ML-EM in the investigation of
reconstruction technique and quantification were small and
nonsystematic. There was no clear quantification advantage,
and as noise reduction was not critical, FBP reconstruction was
used for subsequent 5-['8F]FU population kinetic and biomodulator studies. This was thought reasonable as (a) it was much
less computationally intensive, even when using ordered subset
ML-EM (19) and (b) in these 5-['8F]FU patient studies ROIs
were either high count (liver) or low count and large (metasta
sis), thus tending to negate the potential advantage of iterative
reconstruction for small, low-count regions (20,21).
These analyses confirmed the interaction of ROI size, radio
activity concentration and frame duration in measurement
precision and accuracy. These considerations have implications

for experimental design. Signal-to-noise ratios for all ROIs can
be improved by increasing frame time and thus recording more
counts. However, this is at the expense of losing temporal
resolution and possibly important kinetic information. Simi
larly, ROIs should be sufficiently large but not defined right to
the edge of the tissues to ensure good statistics while preventing
bias due to contamination of surrounding organs and incom
plete count recovery with patient movement and camera reso
lution (22).
FBP and ML-EM iterative reconstruction gave higher values
than the well counter values for low-count regions in the
phantom experiment. This suggests the need for further inves
tigation of the effect of scatter, particularly in quantification of
low-count regions surrounded by high-count tissues (i.e., the
situation with liver mÃ©tastasesin 5-[ F]FU studies). Addition
ally, the data presented do not look at all relevant tissues (due
to difficulties in anatomical definition of tissues such as gut and
the limited axial field of view of the camera). Finally, for
therapeutic dose studies (where the 5-['8F]FU is administered
with a therapeutic dose of 5-FU), it is possible that the
biodistribution of 5-FU will change as may biological variabil
ity between scans. This may occur as both will be dependent on
saturable processes (i.e., the levels of metabolising enzymes in
the liver), highlighting the need for therapeutic dose reproducibility studies.
CONCLUSION
The approaches developed for data acquisition, processing
and analysis of normal tissue and tumor data after 5-[18F]FU
administration are sufficiently robust to encourage further
development, provided the limitations of the data interpretation
are appreciated. Methods for the simultaneous acquisition of
plasma pharmacokinetic parameters are under development,
and when this is combined with tumor blood flow measurement
and knowledge from related disciplines (e.g., '9F-nuclear mag
netic resonance spectroscopy), the use of PET in the evaluation
of drug-based treatment strategies can be evaluated.
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Locally Increased Uptake of Fluorine-18Fluorodeoxyglucose After Intracavitary
Administration of Iodine-131-Labeled Antibody for
Primary Brain Tumors
C'hristopher J.C. Marriott, Wade Thorstad, Gamal Akabani, Mark T. Brown, Roger E. McLendon, Michael W. Hanson and
R. Edward Coleman
Department of Nuclear Medicine, London Health Sciences Centre, London, England; and Departments of Radiology and
fiilhology and Division of Neurology, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina
After the intracavitary administration of 131l-labeled monoclonal
antibody for treatment of primary brain tumors after surgical resec
tion, a persistent rim of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) accumulation
surrounding the cavity can be observed on PET. This rim, although
it accumulates more FDG than adjacent normal brain tissue, is not
necessarily associated with tumor. In our study, we examine the
characteristics of the rim that indicate persistent tumor and tumor
progression. Methods: Sequential PET studies obtained after treat
ment in 10 patients were reviewed and the results correlated with
dosimetry and post-treatment histologie diagnoses. Results: The
rim of FDG accumulation was seen on the first post-treatment scan
obtained 1-3 mo after therapy and persisted unchanged over the
2-26 mo follow-up period. Pathologically, the nonmalignant rim was
associated with marked increase of macrophage infiltrates. Modu
larity of the rim was associated with tumor. Conclusion: Our study
demonstrates that a rim of FDG accumulation is seen after intracav
itary administration of 131l-labeled monoclonal antibody therapy
independent of the presence of malignant disease. Malignant recur
rence is suggested by the development of new nodularity in the rim
of FDG accumulation.
Key Words: PET; primary brain tumors; iodine-131-monoclonal
antibody; fluorine-18-fluorodeoxyglucose
J NucÃ-Med 1998; 39:1376-1380

Survival of patients with certain brain tumors, particularly
glioblastoma multiforme and anaplastic astrocytoma, has re
mained poor despite aggressive multimodal therapy of conven
tional surgery, antineoplastic chemotherapy and external beam
radiation therapy (/ ). Conventional external beam radiotherapy
is limited to a dose of approximately 60 Gy, using standard
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fractionation, because of the effects on normal brain tissue
(2,3). Various methods such as interstitial brachytherapy and
stereotactic radiosurgery have been used to increase the radia
tion dose delivered locally to the tumor (4,5). An additional
12-15 Gy and 50 Gy can be delivered to the tumor with
stereotactic radiosurgery and brachytherapy, respectively (6,7).
An alternate approach is to use a radiolabeled monoclonal
antibody (MAb) reactive with tumor-associated antigen to
target radiation delivery to the tumor site (fi). The tumor
absorbed dose can be increased by administering the radiola
beled MAb directly to tumor sites (i.e., intrathecally, into cystic
tumor cavities or into postoperative cystic resection cavities)
(9). Using intracavitary administration of I31l-labeled MAb,
doses of up to 1000 Gy can be delivered to cavity walls without
hÃ©matologietoxicity.
Morphologic brain imaging using CT or MRI cannot always
differentiate between recurrent or residual tumor and areas of
necrosis after radiation therapy or chemotherapy of primary brain
tumors (10). Low metabolic activity as determined by the absence
of IKF-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) uptake on PET in an area of
contrast enhancement on CT or MRI indicates necrosis, whereas
high metabolic activity suggests tumor. On FDG PET scans after
intracavitary MAb treatment, however, we have noted metabolic
activity greater than that found in adjacent normal brain tissue
immediately surrounding the treatment cavity. We denote this
region of uniform thickness along the cavity wall as a rim.
Similarly, on MRI, a thin rim of enhancement surrounding the
treatment cavity is noted. This metabolic activity often appears to
be unrelated to tumor progression. In this context, the differentia
tion between this MAb treatment effect and recurrent or residual
tumor becomes difficult. To evaluate the significance of the
metabolic rim, with respect to its clinical and biologic implications,
we retrospectively analyzed the patterns of metabolic activity
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